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ABSTRACT: The whole-genome BAC-end sequences (BES) and Fingerprint Contig (FPC) are valuable resources
for map-based cloning. The rice grain aroma quantitative trait loci (QTL)located on a 4.5-cM region of the
rice chromosome 8 was targeted for positional cloning. Initially, a fine-scale physical map was developed in
silico by aligning selected BAC clones using BES and FPC. The total physical maps spanned 1,114 kb across
the flanking markers. Forty microsatellite markers were identified from the BES derived from BAC clones
existing in the attained FPC. Five polymorphic SSR markers of those, together with an EST and two
previously developed SSR markers, were genetically mapped in F9 and graphically genotyped in F11 plants
derived from aromatic x non-aromatic sister-line crosses. Aroma and a tightly-linked marker were mapped
within 1.1 cM region of approximately 170 kb flanked by newly develped markers, 10L03_FW and CP04133.
The fine location of rice grain aroma was narrowed down from the original 1,114 kb to 170 kb by the in silico
approach. The plants containing such region from the jasmine rice (KDML 105) were all aromatic and able
to produce 2-acetyl-1-pyrroline (2AP). The results demonstrated the success of using the in silico approaches
as an alternative to genetic approach for physical mapping and marker enrichment. Such in silico technique
is more applicable to crops when genetic tools are limited.
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS: BES, BAC-end sequence; FPC, Fingerprinting contig; KDML105, Khao Dawk Mali 105;
2AP, 2-acetyl-1-pyrroline; QTL, quantitative trait loci.
KEYWORDS: grain aroma, rice, Oryza sativa L., marker enrichment, in silico mapping, BAC-end sequence, BAC
fingerprint contig, grain aroma, graphical genotype.

INTRODUCTION
Discovering genes underlying quantitative trait loci
(QTL) requires well-defined QTL, fine-scale linkage
and physical mapping prior to positional cloning steps.
In the pre-genomic era, significant progress in positional
cloning in plants relied on development of fine-scale
mappings and large genomic insert libraries. For
example, successful map-based cloning for disease
resistance genes were reported for Pto in tomato1,
Xa21 in rice2, Mlo in barley3, I2 in tomato4, RPM1 in
Arabidopsis5, RPS2 in Arabidopsis 6 and RPP13 in
Arabidopsis7.
Fine-scale mapping requires marker enrichment

in the target regions where a number of recombination
breakpoints must be generated to achieve a desirable
mapping resolution. Strategies for marker enrichment
in the target region included Bulk Segregant Analysis
(BSA)8, chromosome landing9 and pooled progeny
techniques10. Genetically directed representational
difference analysis (GDRDA) utilized phenotypic
pooling combined with a subtractive method
specifically to isolate markers from a locus of interest11.
In addition, RFLP subtraction has been used to isolate
large numbers of randomly located RFLPs spanning
the mouse12, Volvox carteri13 and rice genomes 14. In
many cases, these methods failed to generate enough
polymorphic molecular markers in a specific region
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for positional cloning. In several organisms for which
large inserted libraries are available, bacterial artificial
chromosome (BAC) end sequences (BES) and BAC
fingerprinting contigs (FPC) were explored as an
alternative to a classical physical map. Combined with
exhaustive data mining, BES could be ideal for
enrichment of informative markers that can be directly
isolated at a high density for any low repetitive genomic
region. Alternatively, delicate fine-scale mapping and
chromosome walking can be performed in silico.
Aroma is an important quality characteristic of rice.
Successful breeding for aromatic rice depends mainly
on effective identification of desirable traits in
combination with strong aroma. The most potent
volatile compound that has been determined as the
major aroma component in any aromatic rice is
2-acetyl-1-pyrroline, or 2AP15. Aroma can be evaluated
by simple sensory methods such as heating seeds or
leaves in water or incubating leaf tissue in diluted KOH16.
The 2AP compound can be quantified by gas
chromatography (GC)17. However, the sensory test is
sometimes inconsistent because of human preferences,
and the detection of the volatile compound by GC is
impractical for rice breeders. Therefore, molecular
markers specific for grain aroma are needed for
effective breeding for superior rice with aroma.
Aroma QTL has been previously mapped on the
rice chromosome 8 between two RFLP markers, RG28
and RG118, 4.5 cM away from RG2819. In this study, we
rapidly constructed a physical map using an in silico
approach and demonstrated its advantages for
dissecting a 4.5 cM region on the rice chromosome
8 for grain aroma.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In silico Mapping
In order to retrieve FPC-containing Nipponbare
BAC clones aligned in the region proximal to aroma
QTL, the SSR marker RM223, which has been located
near the QTL20, was searched against the FPC database
(http://www.genome.arizona.edu/fpc/WebAGCoL/
rice/WebFPC/). An in silico contig was constructed by
aligning minimal-tiling path clones selected from the
retrieved FPC. End-sequences of selected BAC clones
were aligned with the pseudomolecule AP008214 by
BLAST2 (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/bl2seq/
wblast2.cgi) for fine adjustment of the in silico contig.
Overgo Hybridization
For BAC library screening, the high-density filters
containing BAC clones derived from the rice c.v.
KDML105 and Nipponbare were hybridized with
[32P]dATP- and [32P]dCTP-labeled probes generated
from overlapping oligonucleotides (overgo) according
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to the method described by Vollrath.21 The overgo
probes were designed using the software Overgo maker
(http://genome.wustl.edu/tools/index.php?overgo=1)
based on BAC-end sequences of the desired clones that
were obtained from the Rice BES database (http://
www.genome.arizona.edu/stc/rice/). Hybridization was
performed at 60°C and the filters were washed with 4x
SSC/0.1% SDS at 58 °C for 30 min and then with 1.5×
SSC/0.1% SDS at 58°C for 30 min.
SSR Mining from BAC-End Sequences
BAC-end sequences collected from the Rice BES
database were scanned for simple sequence repeats
(SSR) using Simple Sequence Repeat Identification Tool
(SSRIT; http://www.gramene.org/db/searches/ssrtool).
One hundred- to five hundred-bp-long sequences
harboring each SSR were collected to design primers
using Primer3 (http://www.genome. wi.mit.edu/cgi-bin/
primer/primer3_www.cgi) and Genosys Oligomail
software (Sigma-Genosys Ltd.) to minimize secondary
structures, hairpin loops and primer dimers.
Plant Materials and Phenotypic Methods
Two parental lines, Khao Dawk Mali 105
(KDML105), the aromatic rice strain, and CT9993, the
non-aromatic rice strain, and their F8 families were
provided by Rice Gene Discovery at Kasetsart University,
Kamphaeng Saen, Nakhon Pathom, Thailand.
Segregated individuals were selected in F9 to F11
generation based on the recombination events in the
target region flanked by the RM342 and RM223.22 The
resultant 186 F9 and 174 F11 individuals were grown in
the field and used for fine-scale genetic mapping and
graphical genotyping, respectively. F10 and F12 seeds
were collected from panicles of each F9- and F11associated plants for aroma testing either by sensory
or by gas chromatography methods. For the sensory
method, five individual grains from each panicle were
placed into each 2-ml screw-cap tube (AxyGen Inc,
USA) containing 200 ml of fresh water and were then
incubated at 65oC for 2-3 hours. After storage at 4oC
for 20 min, the samples were sniffed by three welltrained panelists. Aroma was noted as either aromatic
or non-aromatic. Based on their F10 and F12 single-grain
sensory collections from each plant, F9 and F11 plants
were categorized into three types of the aroma
phenotype: homozygous aromatic (A), homozygous
non-aromatic (B) or segregating (H). For quantitative
analysis of 2AP, a small-scale, headspace extraction
and detection by GC-MS was performed using fivegram seed samples.23
Fine-Scale Mapping and Graphical Genotyping
Genomic DNA was isolated from three-week-old
leaves using a standard CTAB method.24 The SSR markers
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in this study were selected from a previously published
genetic map25 and newly developed from BAC-end
sequences. EST markers were selected from a YACbased rice transcript map.26 Linkage analysis was done
using MAPMAKER/EXP version 3.0b.27 Map distances
(cM) are reported in Kosambi units.28 The grain aroma
was mapped in F9 and genotyped on F11.
Polymerase Chain Reaction
PCR was performed in 5 µl reaction mixtures
containing 25 ng of DNA template, 0.1 mM of dNTPs,
0.25 mM of each forward and reverse primer, 0.25 unit
of Taq DNA polymerase, 2.0 mM MgCl 2 and 1x
Thermophilic DNA Polymerase buffer (Promega). After
pre-heated at 94oC for 2 min, the PCR reaction was
carried out for 35 cycles under the following conditions:
94oC denaturation for 30 sec, 55 oC annealing for 30
sec and a 72oC extension for 1 min, and allowed a final
extension at 72oC for 5 min. The PCR products were
resolved on 4.5% denaturing silver-stained
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE).

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In silico Physical Map across a 4.5 cM Region
for Rice Grain Aroma
A genome-wide physical map of Nipponbare
containing 72,703 BACs has been previously developed
by the restriction fingerprinting method (FPC) (http://
www.genome.clemson.edu/ projects/rice/fpc/). This
physical map consists of 180 BAC contigs, 3,276
singletons and 2,427 anchored markers. Endsequences of those BAC clones, collectively called
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Sequence Tag Connector or STC, represent 48-Mb
genomic sequence with the average of 707 bp per STC.
It was estimated that STC should be found on every
9-kb across the 430-Mb rice genome. Therefore, STC
is desirable for high-density marker enrichment,
as well as rapid construction of physical maps, at any
regions of interest.
In this study, we targeted a 4.5 cM genomic region
on chromosome 8 for demonstrating the advantages
of the in silico approach. As a result of searching RM223
against the FPC database, FPC #58 comprising 2,163
BAC clones with a total genomic distance of 8,082 kb
was obtained. To demonstrate a rapid in silico
construction of a physical map encompassing the
genomic region responsible for rice aroma, ten
minimum-overlapping clones were selected from the
FPC #58 across the marker RM223 and RM342
(Figure 1). To verify the in silico contig, eight overgo
probes derived from the BAC clone a0010H14,
b0032E15, a0014C22 and a0006F09 (Figure 1A, 1B)
were used to perform high-density filter hybridizations.
As a result, all four seed-BACs, as well as their adjacent
clones existing in the same FPC, were positive to the
Overgo probes (Figure 1B). This result ensures that the
existences and locations of clones in the FPC #58 are
reliable. To finely adjust the in silico BAC contig, end
sequences of those ten BAC clones were aligned onto
the pseudomolecule accession AP008214 representing
a non-overlapping assembled sequences of the rice
chromosome 8 (Figure 1C). It was calculated that the
total in silico contig spans 1,114 kb encompassing the
aroma QTL. When compared to the classical mapping
approach in which the physical mapping requires

Fig 1. In silico physical map spanning the 1,100 kb which harbored the aroma gene region.
A. BAC-end markers used in hybridization of high-density filters.
B. Horizontal bars representing minimal-tiling path Nipponbare BAC clones selected from the FPC contig #58. Clones
that was hitted by BAC-end overgo probes are shown as the symbol ( ).
C. Pseudomolecule AP008214 representing non-overlapping of genome sequence of rice chromosome 8. Position of
each BAC-end anchored on this pseudomolecule are shown as the symbol ( ).
D. Markers used for fine-scale mapping and graphical genotyping. Locations and distances on pseudomolecule AP008214
are indicated.
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exhaustive chromosome walking by repeated filter
hybridizations, the in silico physical mapping
demonstrated here is simple, less expensive, and timesaving. This strategy is possible for application to other
crops, such as maize, tomato, cotton and barley, of
which BES and FPC are available for rapid construction
of physical contigs at any regions of interest, or would
be applied comparatively to construct physical maps
in related species or subspecies to elucidate genome
evolution and functions.
SSR Marker Enrichment
In order to generate a fine-scale map for positional
cloning of the gene controlling rice grain aroma,
markers in high density are needed to place between
the flanking markers, RM342 and RM223. In this study
we proposed a recent advance in molecular marker
development by mining simple sequence repeats (SSRs)
from BAC-end sequence data. Initially, several BAC
clones located between the flanking markers were
selected from the FPC#58. Forward and reverse endsequences of those BAC clones were collected and
subsequently screened for simple sequence repeats
(SSRs). As a result, forty SSR loci containing di, tri, or
tetra nucleotide repeats were identified from sixteen
BAC-ends in the minimum-tiling path retrieved from
the contig #58. Most abundant SSRs mined from the
BAC-end sequences in the region of interest contained
GC-rich (~27%) and (AG)n dinucleotide repeats (~27%)
(data not shown). PCR primers were consequently
designed to flank those SSRs. The primers were screened
for polymorphisms between parental lines, KDML105
and CT9993. Successful PCR amplification was achieved
with twenty-two primer pairs, but only five loci were
polymorphic between the aromatic and non-aromatic
parents (Table 1). The missing SSRs were either loci
whose primers were located in the highly repetitive
area or loci whose annealing temperatures of primer
pairs were difficult for optimization. The physical
locations and distances of these five markers on the
pseudomolecule of rice chromosome 8 are shown
(Figure 1D).
SSRs are important molecular marker tools for

applied rice research. Traditionally, SSRs have been
discovered through the laborious task of constructing
and sequencing SSR-enrich genomic libraries. Mining
SSRs from BESs is an alternative to rapidly produce
informative markers for either breeding or a gene
cloning project. In the case of rice, the utilization of the
completed whole genomic DNA sequence may have
simplified positional cloning as well as marker
generation. However, BES and FPC resources are useful
for marker enrichment in many other crops in which
whole genomic sequences may not be available.
Fine-Scale Genetic Mapping
The recent work on locating the grain aroma QTL
by data mining the rice genomic sequence revealed a
microsatellite marker (SSR)29 and a single-nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) marker30 closely-linked to the
grain aroma QTL by the genetic distances of 4 and 2
cM, respectively. In this study, informative SSR loci
generated based on BAC-end sequences retrieved from
the BES database were mapped using 186 F9 individuals
derived from KDML105 and CT9993, the aromatic
and non-aromatic parents. Five newly developed SSR
markers as well as two early SSR markers, RM342 and
RM223, and an EST, CP04133, were surveyed for
segregation distortions in 177-186 F 9 mapping
population. All markers except for RM223 fit the 1:2:1
segregation ratios that corresponded to the single
Mendelian ratio (Table 2). The segregation ratio of the
grain aroma phenotype in F10 seeds also fit the 1:2:1
ratio of single Mendelian segregation (χ2 = 0.194). F9
plants were classified as fixed aromatic (A) for 48 lines,
segregating (H) for 90 lines and fixed non-aromatic (B)
for 48 lines (Table 2). This phenotypic data strongly
confirms that aroma is controlled by a single recessive
gene.
The mapping individuals were segregated only in
the target region on chromosome 8, so the fine-scale
map is illustrated only in this region in Figure 2. The
total genetic distances of the fine-scale map
encompassing the two flanking markers, RM342 and
E03_92.0 was 3.8 cM. As expected, the newly developed
SSR markers derived from sequence analysis were all

Table 1. Five SSR markers derived from Nipponbare’s BAC-end sequences and a re-designed EST marker.
For each SSR the repeat motif is shown. All markers was designed to fit annealing temperature at 55 oC.
No. Marker name

Marker type

L primer (5’-3’)

R primer (5’-3’)

SSR motif
CCG

1

F05_103.0

SSR

CTCCGTGCAAAGGAGGTACT

CCATACCCCAGCTTCTCTCA

2

10L03_FW

SSR

AACTAAGCACAACGCAAGGC

TCACTCTAATTGGCCTGGTTTT

GA

3

BO3_127.8

SSR

CGTGGCTCGACCTTTTTAAT

TCAAACCCTGGTTACAGCAA

ATG

4

CP04133

EST

CAGAGGCAATGCAAGAACAG

CGATCATCCCGAATTCATTT

5

E11_44.5

SSR

TCATGATATGGGCACTGCTG

TCGATCCAGGAGGAGAGCTA

6

E03_92.0

SSR

GCCATGGCTAAGCTAGGATTC

ATCCGCGTACTCTCTCCTCA

TC
CGG
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Table 2. List of molecular markers used for genetic mapping
around the heterozygous region in 177-186 F9
population.
Marker
name

Thai Hom Hetero- CT
Mali Rice zygous 9993
(A)
(H)
(B)

Total

χ2

Probability

RM342

49

89

45

183

F05_103.0

48

90

47

185

0.311 0.85578363
0.146 0.92962595

10L03_FW

46

84

47

177

0.469 0.79099528

B03_127.8

47

91

48

186

0.097

CP04133

48

83

47

178

0.820 0.66357569

0.9527649

E11_44.5

52

86

48

186

1.226 0.54177569

E03_92.0

52

87

47

186

1.043 0.59362624

RM223

69

78

38

185

14.935

Aroma

48

90

48

186

0.194 0.90776096

<0.001

QTL

Fig 2. Genetic mapping at the target region controlling
grain aroma.
A. Integrated map from three populations as described
by Toojinda et al. 2003. RM223 and RM342 were
separately mapped by the distance of 2.9 cM.
B. The fine-scale map containing five newly developed
SSR markers, as well as the early SSR marker RM223
and the EST marker CP04133. Total distance of the
fine-scale map is 3.8 cM. The map does not include
the marker RM223, since its genotypic segregating data
among F9 population distorted from the 1:2:1 ratio.

located within the target region (Figure 1D). Combined
with the two existing SSRs and one EST, the marker
density in this target region became 0.6 cM per marker
interval. Using 186 recombinant F9 plants, the genetic
location of the grain aroma QTL was mapped within
the 1.1-cM interval between the new SSR marker
10L03_FW and the EST marker CP04133 (Figure 2).
The aroma QTL completely co-segregated with the SSR
marker B03_127.8 at this mapping resolution.
Recombination Events in the Region Proximal
to the Rice Grain Aroma QTL
BLAST2 alignments of the flanking markers, RM342
and E03_92.0, and the pseudomolecule AP008214
revealed that the physical distance between the flanking
markers is approximately 700 kb (Figure 1D). The
physical order of the molecular markers and their
genetic positions corresponded well in this mapping
population (Figure 1D and 2). Graphical genotyping
was performed by examining the marker genotypes
and grain aroma phenotypes among 174 F11 plants. As
a result, eight recombination patterns were found in
the genomic region between the markers RM342 and
RM223. To demonstrate recombination events in the
target genomic region harboring the grain aroma QTL,
only eight recombinant plants segregating for the rice
grain aroma QTL were selected (Figure 3). Evaluated
their respective F12 seeds by the single-seed sensory
method, F11 plants no. 4, 10 and 55 were classified as
non-aromatic (B) because no aromatic seed was
detected from these plants. Plants no. 125, 16, 19 and
83 were classified as segregating (H) owing to the
presence of both aromatic and non-aromatic seeds.
Plant no. 117, in which all seeds were aromatic, was
classified to aromatic group (A). By the same token, the
results of 2AP quantification revealed that 2AP was not
detected in class B, whereas 2AP amount was detected
at a high level (0.46 ppm.) in class A and a trace amount
(0.06-0.11 ppm.) in class H (Figure 3A). The graphical
genotypes of the eight F11 plants, revealed that the
aroma QTL was located in a 170-kb interval between
two flanking markers, 10L03_FW and CP04133, and
closely associated with the SSR marker B03_127.8
(Figure 3B). Only the plant that contains the B03_127.8
region associated to KDML105 is aromatic, while plants
containing either heterozygous or homozygous to
CT9993 are non-aromatic. According to graphical
genotypes of these eight F11 plant, the genotype at
RM223 was absolutely fixed for KDML105 while
genotypes of other markers were segregated. This
confirms the distortion of the marker RM223 in this
population. These aroma tightly-linked markers could
be useful not only for aromatic rice breeding but also
for positional cloning of the aroma gene.
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Fig 3. Demonstration of graphical genotyping
among the eight F 11 plants containing
different recombination patterns in the
region between the markers RM342 and
RM223
A. Aroma phenotypes of F12 families analyzed
by GC-MS and sensory method. The
amount of 2AP in pooled seeds from each
F11 plant is shown in the first column.
Evaluation of collections of aromatic and
non-aromatic F12 seeds evaluated by the
sensory method are shown next to the
2AP column. A, B, and H refer to aromatic
homozygote, non-aromatic homozygote
and heterozygote, respectively.
B. The solid and hatched bars represent
aromatic (KDML105) and non-aromatic
(CT9993) DNA, respectively. Physical
distances in kilobase (kb) between marker
intervals are indicated under the graphics.
The fine-linkage map is presented above
the graphical genotypes.

Table 3. Candidate genes co-segregating with aroma in the region between markers 10L03FW and CP04133
Coding
region
size (kb)

Coding
region
Protein ID
%GC
content

ORF

Location on
AP008214

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

20300020 - 20304269
20305341 - 20307475
20321930 - 20322357
20335508 - 20335317
20341923 - 20343731
20346386 - 20343864
20352613 - 20359121

4
4
2
1
4
4
10

0.369
0.831
0.378
0.612
0.421
0.843
1.719 AK060716, AK058814

60.81
57.81
74.14
71.94
55.81
60.35
50.34

BAC99798.1
BAC99799.1
BAC99800.1
BAC99801.1
BAC99802.1
BAC99803.1
BAC99804.1

122
267
125
203
139
277
572

14.092
30.082
13.399
19.999
15.05
30.299
60.816

8
9

20364848 - 20365230
20372728 - 20378587

2
15

0.351
1.512 AK071221, AK060461

50.00
52.14

BAC99805.1
BAC98555.1

116
503

13.114
54.682

10 20382323 - 20385046

1

2.724

48.18

BAC55740.1

907 106.671

11 20388246 - 20391263

2

2.772

43.09

BAC98556.1

923 104.965

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

1
7
22
6
1
1
4
7

0.381
1.644
AK105302
2.628 AK105302, AK069134
0.561
AK099569
1.59
0.225
0.276
1.245
AK106998

64.65
55.86
46.36
57.47
70.01
52.65
44.04
68.05

BAC98557.1
BAC98558.1
BAC98559.1
BAC98560.1
BAC55745.1
BAC98561.1
BAC98562.1
BAC55746.1

126
547
875
186
529
74
91
414

13.344
60.911
95.552
21.585
57.924
8.188
10.954
45.65

1
2
3

0.204
0.402 AK049408, AK104119
0.966

54.63
66.50
70.42

BAC98563.1
BAC55747.1
BAC55748.1

67
133
321

7.57
13.363
35.475

20392892 - 20393272
20394898 - 20398471
20401217 - 20410580
20416573 - 20420219
20422219 - 20423808
20432396 - 20432595
20439317 - 20441345
20442988 - 20444781

20 20450912 - 20451115
21 20451629 - 20452222
22 20452492 - 20454107

Exon

RiceFl-cDNA

a.a

kD

Candidate

Hypothetical protein
Putative dioscorin
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Putative dioscorin
Putative methylcrotonyl-CoA
carboxylase beta chain,
mitochondrial precursor beta
chain, mitochondrial precursor
Hypothetical protein
Putative betaine-aldyhyde
dehydrogenase
Putative disease resistance gene
homolog
Putative disease resistance gene
homolog
Hypothetical protein
Unknown protein
Putative dynamin homolog
Unknown protein
Putative endo-beta-1,4-glucanase
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Inositol polyphosphate-5phosphatase-like
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Putative calcium-binding protein
annexin
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Candidate Gene Analysis
The flanking markers, F05_103.0 and E03_92.0,
were aligned on the pseudomolecule, AP008214, using
BLAST2 to determine the candidate region for the rice
aroma gene. As a result, the 170-kb region was aligned
from nucleotide 20,279,150 to nucleotide 20,454,267
of the pseudomolecule. The aroma co-segregating
marker, B03_127.8, was located in the region from
nucleotide 20,394,413 to 20,394,554. Because the
pseudomolecule, AP008214, retrieved from the
GenBank did not include gene annotation data, we
collected gene annotation summary from its original
seed clones, AP005537 and AP004463, instead.
According to the GenBank CDS features of the clones,
AP005537 and AP004463, the 170-kb region was found
to contain 22 open reading frames (ORFs). Seven of
these ORFs are considered potential candidate genes
with hits to full-length cDNA in KOME (http://
cdna01.dna.affrc.go.jp/cDNA/) (Table 3), including a
putative methylcrotonyl-CoA carboxylase beta chain,
a putative betaine-aldyhyde dehydrogenase, two
unknown proteins, a putative dynamin homolog, an
inositol polyphosphate-5-phosphatase-like protein,
and a putative calcium-binding protein annexin. The
marker B03_127.8 is placed between the annotated
ORF 12 (hypothetical protein) and 13 (putative
dynamin homolog).
At present, little is known regarding the molecular
mechanism of aroma biosynthesis in rice. Therefore, it
seems difficult to specify the key gene responsible for
rice aroma based solely on this gene annotation data.
Further narrowing down of the candidate region by
using additional molecular markers or advanced
populations, such as Near Isogenic Lines (NILs) or
recombinant sister lines that contain identical genomic
backgrounds, except for the target region, is necessary.
Alternatively, monitoring differentially-expressed
candidate genes between aromatic and non-aromatic
lines would also be useful in determining the gene(s)
that might be the key gene for rice aroma.
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